ensame
Ireland

W: http://www.worky.com/profile-ensame
I'm a Spanish student, I'm 24 years old and I had recently completed my studies in Building Engineering and
Quantity Surveying in Spain. I also finished a Masters Degree (800 hours) in Occupational risk prevention in
March, with three specialties: Safety and health in work, hygiene and ergonomics and psycho-sociology in
work. I've been working from February 2007 until now in several companies in the construction sector in
Spain. I'd like to work in Dublin because I'm living currently there. I can start work inmediately.
Professional Experience
2009 - Present

Kylemore - supervisor-administrator
Working in The Terrace Cafe (National Concert Hall) for Kylemore. I started in the company as a waiter, and
due to my CV, I started to have more responsibilities inside the restaurant every day. Basically, every time the
manager hasn't been there for some reason or another I've been the person on charge: distributing the tables
for lunch time and dinner time according with the bookings from the different nights, counting the incomes and
balancing the 7 different tills we have in the different bars, acquiring the different items we have been needing
(table cloths, polishing cloths, wines, soft drinks, coffee, napkins, etc...)
I have been as well combining my work as a supervisor of the place working as the administrator of the for the
last 7 months, working with the program "Axapta", in the restaurant office, in charge of: typing the cash sheets
in the system and balancing them, typing the hours worked of the 25 workers of the company, making the
waiters roster every week, etc...)
In short, I've been doing every one of the responsibilities of my manager as the same level, for the last year
and a half.

Key Skills
2008 - 2008

Administrator, polishing, Supervisor, typing, Waiter
Rafael Peralta Arquitecture Studio - Quantity Surveyor
Briefly, main tasks:
- Measurement on construction site and measurement on plan
- Control of implementation
- Creation and modification of 2d and 3d plans with Autocad
- Creation and modification Presto archives
- Measurement and valorations of projects
- Following of buildings
- Creation of basic and implementation reports
- Study of Technical Code of edification

Key Skills
2007 - 2007

3d, AutoCAD, Control Implementation, hiring, measurement, Microsoft Office, presto, Quality Control
Ferrovial-Agroman - Production Manager
Briefly, main tasks:
- Measurement on construction site and measurement on plan
- Control of implementation
- Security on construction site
- Hiring Personell and hiring material
- Management, follow up and control of monthy production
- Others Quantity Surveyor works typical

Key Skills

AutoCAD, Control Implementation, hiring, measurement, presto, Quality Control, security
Education and Qualifications

2009

Masters/PostGrad - Occupational risk prevention, with three specialties: Safety and health in work,
hygiene and ergonomics and psycho-sociology in work
AREMAT S,L, Granada (Spain)

2009

Higher Diploma - Building Engineering
University of Madrid UEM (Spain)

2007

Diploma - Quantity Surveying
University of Granada (Spain)
Additional Information
Languages
Spanish - Fluent
English - Fluent
Interests
read historic and astronomy books
movies
gym & jogging
chess
internet, computer.
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